Effects of different extracellular matrices and co-cultures on human limbal stem cell expansion in vitro.
To elucidate the effect of extracellular matrices (ECMs) and related and nonrelated-limbal feeder cells as substitutes for the in vivo niche on the phenotype and genotype of the limbal stem cell (SC) expansion in vitro, human limbal SCs were used. The limbus explants were expanded on human amniotic membrane (AM), commercial ECMs including matrigel (MAT), collagen (COL), and control (no ECM) in presence and absence of feeder cells including human limbal fibroblasts (LFs), a limbus-specific cell and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). Proliferation, cell death, immunocytochemistry, expression of specific genes, ultrastructural characteristics, and size and granularity of expanded human limbal SCs in different groups were evaluated. The growth, cell proliferation, and survival of limbal SCs were enhanced by AM and MAT matrices. Ultrastructure and expression of stemness markers revealed that there was no significance difference between AM and MAT. However, flow cytometric analysis showed that the size and granularity of cultured cells increased in the presence of MAT and COL as well as in no ECM group. Moreover, co-culturing of limbal explants with LFs and MEFs on AM and MAT groups, enhanced the expansion and survival of cultured cells in comparison with others. In conclusion, the cultivation of human limbal explants on AM co-culturing with human LFs promises to be a good model for preparing undifferentiated epithelial sheets suitable for transplantation.